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Recent reports of high-profile company failures have cast the 
spotlight on creativ E' accounting and renewed the call for published financial 
statements that show a full and accurate picture of a company's performance 
And position . Ira company fails to provide meaningful disclosure to investors 
about where it has been, where it is and where it is going, the value of the 
company may be eroded, and shareholders will lose confidence in the 
company Af1er the collapse of Enron in 200 I. creative accounting and 
fraudulent financial reporting have become issues of concern in the nation's 
llnancial environment. It is clear that the age-old profession of accounting 
owns its share of creative thinkers . It is also clear that no profession or 
occupation should be excluded tl·om creativity. Today's news is rift with case 
after case of mis-reporting of finrlllcial results . Many were a direct result of 
lim111cial managers taking advantage of "loop holes" in today 's accounting 
standards. There are significant cases of accounting irregularities that resulted 
in landmark changes in accounting standards. There are weaknesses in 
today's accounting standards and this makes it easy to manipLilate figures . 
Every set of financial statements presents its own unique set of "Red-Flags" 
in accounting crimes. There is a need to knov.' how to review financial 
reports. identify signals of creative accounting and to equip investors and 
depositors so as not to loose their investment. 

The process of wealth creation in a Capitalist economy like ours is the 
one based on trust.. The investors relense their rnonoy in form of investment 
to companies and orp.anizations to produce goods and service for the benefit 
of the Nation . The investment decision is based on financial intormation of 
the company they have in form of financial statement. Therefore, good 
linancial reporting is essential to the eflective ftlllctioning of capital markets 
and the productive allocation of economic resources. 

Mrs. Adcgbaju /\biola & Mrs. Umorcm /\dcbimpc arc lecturers, Covenant University, Ota. 
Ogun Slate. 
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The integ1ity of the financial reporting process, as well as the safety and 
soundness of the fi1ms is important to our National economy. This is because 
this aid the investment decision and investment is important to National 
development. It is impossible to raise capital to support the production of goods 
and services without a measure of confidence in the system of governance over 
the wealth creation and distribution process, particularly the system of 
Accountability. 

The investor must have confidence in the financial reporting process 
before he can commit its fi.md to capital formation process and this is largely 
dependent on availability of accurate, material and timely reliable 
information on the tirm he intends to invest in . The capitalist economy 
depends largely on effective allocation of capital and it is a function of 
qualitative information disseminated in the nation security market and the 
level of reliability placed on such information by the individual investor. lt is 
a matter of great concern to everyone interested in the financial statements of 
entities when the system cannot be relied upon as a result of 'creativeness' 
and conniving of the financial managers to deliver inaccurate intonnation to 
enable participants evaluate the investment opportunities. 

Inadequately regulated and unreliable financial reporting process will 
cause providers of capital to isolate themselves tl·om the capital market, 
denying the system of needed capital formation potential. Although there 
have not been cases of any company indicted by the Nigeria security and 
exchange commission of financial crime, which is one of the problem, but 
there have been cases of obvious tlnancial crimes but none has been 
prosecuted in Nigeria cou1t system for such crime. 

It should be noted that the Obasanjo administration since inception in 
1999 has made a number of spirited moves to attract both local and foreign 
investors. In order to achieve this, the President embarked on a globetrotting 
mission that sees him interacting with other fellow presidents and the 
business community of different countries in order to attract investment. With 
a more relaxed taxing system, incentives and the creation of Nigerian 
Investment Promotion commission (NIPC), the country was set to lure 
private sector finance . In order to achieve its objective, the government took 
a bold step to privatise all the public enterprises. Bureau of Public Enterprises 
(BPE) and the National Council on Privatisation (NCP) were set up to 
oversee the privatisation process and to formulate pragmatic policies. As part 
of government ef-Tort to provide an enabling environment that will be 
conducive for growth and development of industries, it has stimulated the 
expansion of domestic production capacity that enhance inflow of foreign 
direct investment, and shielding ex1stmg investments from unfair 
competition. The federal government of Nigeria has also developed a 
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package of incentives for various sectors of the economy to attract investment 
with the hope that direct toreign investment will help revive the economy, 
accelerate growth and development and reduce poverty. 

The Nigerian government is aware that to develop the Nigerian 
economy the private sector has a major role to play because they are seen as 
the engine fc1r growth and creator of wealth . Investment either local or 
foreign will lead to increased employment and the development of local 
technical capacity. That is why it is of paramount interest to all stakeholders 
in development of Nigerian economy to discourage 'creative accounting' and 
fraudulent tlmmcial reporting knowing fully well that capital formation 
process in our econollly depends largely on the confidence of investors in the 
financial reporting process. 

This is an issue of great concern to professional accountants and the 
Securities and Exchange Commission as well as the Federal government to 
protect investors from fraudulent Chief Executive Officers and Chief 
Financial Oflicers who may want to defi·aud investors to enrich themselves. 
Also , Nigerian investors will be more enlightened and be able to guard 
against loosing their investment. 

According to Wikipeclia encyclopedia,"creative accounting" refers 
to accounting practices that deviate from standard accounting practices. They 
are characterized by excessive complication and the use of unusual ways of 
characterizing income, assets or liabilities. These results in financial reports 
that are not at all dull but have all the complications of a novel, hence the 
appellation "creative." Sometimes the words "innovative" or "aggressive" are 
used . " The term is used more seriously and disparagingly to refer to 
systematic tnisr~l2[_t~.§ertlptioQ of the true income nnd assets of business 
orll:anizations "Creative accounting" on this scale has led to a number of 
re~ent fl-~~Q!J.flliLlg SC<!!l.Qill..§, and many proposals for accounting reform -

. usually centering on an updated analysis of capital and factors of production 
that would correctly reflect how value is added . (Oral A mat 1999). 
The objective of this research is to establish the impact of creative accounting 
and ti·audulent financial reporting on investment behaviour of Nigerians. 
The remaining part of the paper is divided into four parts. Part 11 deals with 
the literature review, Parts Ill - V deals with the research methodology, the 
analysis of result and the recommendation and conclusion respectively. 

1/ypotlt e.,-;,., 
Ho - Creative accounting and l'raudulent tlnancial reporting have no 
significant impact on investors' behaviour in the Nigerian security market. 
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Hl - Creative accounting and fraudulent financial reporting have significant 
impact on investors' behaviour in the Nigerian security market. 

LITERATU RE R EVIEW 
After the collapse of En ron in 2001, spirited efforts have been made 

by the Institute of Chartered Accountant of Nigeria (ICAN) to organise 
seminars, workshop and conferences to dissect the issue and look for possible 
ways to avoid similar situations in Nigeria. There have been contributions in 
terms of seminar papers but there has not been any empirical study on the 
possible impact of creative accounting and fraudulent financial reporting on 
investment behaviour of Nigerians. 

Ogungbe (2003) de tined financial reports as ' repot1s guided by 
statutory laws and requirements, which must be cet1i fied as complete, 
accurate, consistent and truly representative ur the activities or an 
organisation by professional accountant.' She concluded that professional 
accountant could add value to tinancial reporting by structuring his report to 
ret1ect and demonstrate good corporate governance, which will include all 
information necessary to give the stakeholders a clear idea of the operations 
of the business. Good corporate governance based on integrity and 
transparency rather than rigid rules, which can be, circumvented or 
manipulated to conceal fraud whereas professionalism thrives on goodwill 
and integrity . 

Oriol (1999) defined creative accounting as 'a process whereby 
accountants yse thdr knowledge of accounting rules to manipulate the figures 
reported in the accounts of a business' . A strict application of this detinition 
makes no moral judgment about creativity in accounting. As in every other 
creative pursuit, crime and creativity stand independent of each other. 

Griffiths ( 1986) commented that: 
Eve1y company in the countty is .fiddling 
its profits. El'et) ' set (l published accol/1/ts 
is based on book')·, which have been gemly 
cooked or completely roasted T11e .figures, 
which are fed lll'ice a year lo !he invesling 
public, have all been changed in order to 
protect the guiiZI'. It is the biggest con Irick 
since the trojan horse. . . In fact this 
deception is all in peJjectly good taste. It is 
totally legitimate. It is creath•e accounting. 

Ja.meson ( 1988 ), cited in Oral Am at ( 1999) pointed out that : 
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Jlw accmmfillf! process co11sists <!f dealillf! 
lf'ith mm~\' molters <?l judf!ment and <?[ 
l'l:'soh •ing cw!flicts hellf'een C0/1/f Jt'ting 
OfJpmachcs to the fW<'Selltation r!f" the 
results r?l jina11cia/ el'ents and 
transactions... this .flexibility provides 
OfJfHJrtunities for manitmlation, deceit and 
misreprese11talhJ11. lhese aclil'ilies 
practiced hy the less scrupulous elements 
r!f· the accounti11g pn!fession - have come 
fo he kno11'1las 'crealil•e acculmfing'. 

lt is obvious considering the economic situation in Nigeria that much 
of the Rpparent growth in profits, which had occurred in the 1980s, was the 
result or accounting sleight of band rather than genuine economic growth. 
Naser (I 993) cit ed in Oral Arnat ( 1999) defines 'creative accounting as the 
trrmslonnation of financial accounting fi gures from what they actually are to 
what preparers desire by taking advantage of the existing rules and/or 
ignoring some m all of them.' 

In all of these definitions given above, some basic facts emerged . 
Creative accounting is perceived to be common and it is seen as deceitful and 
undesirabl e practice. This has implication on financial reporting. The basic 
theory of financial reporting is the fact that it must meet the expectation need 
of the user Treadway commission ( 1999) defined fi·audulent financial 
reportin g, as " intentional or reckless conduct, whether act or omission, that 
results in mat erially misleading financial statements" This could be as a result 
uf internal environment ~ such as poor systems of internal control and 
management ignorance or poor attitude. And external environment, which 
consist of Business environment, Legal environment and Economic 
environment . 

hmnlulent Financia/J?eeorting is defined as the intentional 
pretwration r~fmisleadingfinancial statements which can 
result.flwn, distortion <~l record~· . .fals{/led transactions, and 
111 ;,,·uf 1fllicntioft r !l an 'onttf ing 1 witwijl l r!s, 

Fraudulent Financial neport.ing has t.he following characteristics 

a. Manipulation, falsification, or alteration of accounting records or 
supporting document s 
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b. Misrepresentation in, or intentional omtsston from, the financial 
statements of events, transactions, or other information 

c. Misapplication of accounting principles ·relating to amounts, 
classifications, timing, presentation, or disclosure 

Fraudulent financial reporting can have significant consequences for 
organizations and for public confidence in capital markets. High-profile cases 
of fraudulent financial reporting raise concerns about the credibility of the 
Nigerian financial reporting process and the roles of auditors, regulators, and 
analysts in financial reporting. For instance, there are obvious cases of 
creative accounting and fraudulent tinancial reporting in Nigeria as reported 
by Ahmed (2000), of which a few cases include 

Alpha Merchant Bank pic, accounting problems and market 
manipulation. 

Lever Brothers pic, - Exaggerated profits because of questionable 
accounting methods resulting in the creation of a false market 
securities. 

AP Petroleum plc - False financial reporting. 

The exposure of the N600 million shares scam by Nestle Nigeria pic at 
the company annual general meeting which led Nigeria Stock 
Exchange (NSE) to taking drastic actions against 26 stock broking 
firms suspected to be involved in fraudulent sale of shares. The 
regulatory body was currently investigating this, according to the 
exchange, and was latter reported to the Police Force, which instantly 
commenced investigation . 

According to the Treadway Commission Report of 1999, "fraudulent 
financial reporting is frequent where founders and board members owned a 
significant proportion of the companies that committed fraud ." 

Hackenbrack ( 1993) stated that "no company, regardless of size or business, 
is immune to fraud . He argued that normal business activities introduce 
incentives and opportunities that can lead to fraud ." 
Sutherland ( 1940) argued that 'the culture of an organization and of its 
industry contribute to white-collar crime. He outlined a theory of differential 
association, in which illegal behaviour "is learned in direct or indirect 

. association with those who already practice the behaviour.' 

Geriesh (2003) shows that: 
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/,.o11r chamcteristic:.\· (!l a11 m xrmisation 's culture can 
11/'edi.\f}()Se o COIIIJJm~y to consider fiaudulent financial 
n 'IHJI'tin}{ as u legitimote occu!lllting policy decision. Such 
('hamctaistics include, comJJGifies that engal{e in related
par~\ ' tm/lsactiol!s, compa11ies that have fim11ders that still 
exert major iJ?f7nence m •cr the company . companies that 
cllgogedfew fm!f'essiolla! accountants, and companies that 
exhihit a histon ' ol ille;;all'iolations. 

Finney ( 1986) f(Hmd that companies convicted of illegal actions have 
n hi story of prior violations and a corporate culture that condones wrongful 
adiviti es. These and other studies suggest a slippery slope of ill egal 
behaviour that begins with minor violations, develops into a culture that 
sancti ons ill egal behaviour, and eventually leads to fraudulent financial 
reporting. 

HEASON S FOR CREATIVE ACCOUNTING 

One cornmonly accepted incentive for the sys temic over~reporting of 
corporate income which came to light in 2002 was the granting of stock 
Ofllions as part of executive compensation packages. Since stock prices 
rr ll ec t earn ing report s, ~ t ock options could be most profitably exerci sed 
\vhen income is exaggerat ed, and the stock can be sold at an inflated profit. 

/\ccnrcling to Ul tlaq (2002) 

Jhe fi!Dhlem (~l creati1 •e acconnfiiiK is not new, primarily 
due to the marl<c f that is lll~{mgil·illR (!fcompanies that_ miss 
tlwir estimates. I recent~}' read (!f one nu~iur US Company 
that failed to meet its so-called "1111111/lers " hy one penny, 
and jost more than (i l'ercel/t (!l its stock value in one day. 
Jhese 1wessures to "make the mm1bers" (?fien result in 
enr11i11gs management and a consequent dec,;line in the 
t{IICtlill' o(fillancia! !'l!f'UI'ting Companies 11}' to meet or 
heal expectations (!( analysts in order to grow market 
capilalisotion. · 

The Korean Times cited in Ul Haq (2002) carried a fi·ont cover story 
about companies (which were named) punished for manipulating accounting 
b(loks . The K orea n Finanl' ial Supervisory Commi ssion ( f7SC) took powerflll 
punitive actions against 13 companies suspected of having been involved in 
dubious accounting practices, the so-called "accounting fraud" or "window-
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dressing" settlements, during the 1999-2000 fiscal year. In the story, a senior 
FSC ofHcial expressed his anxieties over the illegal practices, saying, "The 
Korean fears of an Enron type scandal have become a reality. They tried to 
boost their corporate value through offshore fi.mds . and derivatives in the 
process of account settlements in the fiscal years of I 999 and 2000," 

Domash (2004) suggested three ways to recognised creative 
accounting practice: 

You can sidestep many of these disasters in wartmg by 
watching for three red flags -- signals that management 
may be using creative accounting to mask flagging growth. 
You can uncover these red flags by perusing a company's 
financial statements. Yes, you'll need to dust off your 
calculator, but it's not difficult, and you'll find it well 
worth the effort. Red Flag No. 1: Accounts receivables 
that outpace sales, Red Flag No. 2: Deteriorating gr-oss 
margins, Red Flag No.3: Count the cash. 

Mulford (2002) cited in Donash (2004) explained that 'companies 
engaged in creative accounting because of the expected rewards. These 
rewards may include a favourable etTect on share prices, lower corporate 
borrowing costs due to an improved credit rating, incentive compensation 
plans for corporate officers and key employees, and/or political gains.' 

Naser ( 1993) cited in UI Haq (2002) perceives that the accounting system in 
Anglo-Saxon countries are particularly prone to such manipulations because 
of the fi·eedom of choice it permits to choose accounting policy management 
perceive is more favorable to the organization. 

Most analysts and accountants readily admit that accounting standards 
are almost incapable of dealing with complex deals. Banks very often 
structure products for companies that deliberately exploit these weaknesses 
and finance directors can use these structured products to enhance their 
bonuses without adding value to the company. Analysts and shareholders of 
Enron, Elan and WorldCom have learnt to their cost, that lack of awareness 
of these accounting pitfalls can yield unpleasant surprises . As a consequence 
of the recent multi-billion dollar accounting scandals, many shareholders no 
longer trust accountants and auditors, placing greater faith in analysts to see 
through creative accounting practices. To restore business and public 
confidence, accountants must come to grips with the complex nature of 
creative accounting and devise strategies for addressing them. There is a need 
to identify the weaknesses in the current accounting standards and see how 
easy it is to manipulate figures . All sets of accounts present warning signals . 
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lJI llaq (2 002) suggested that: 
Strengtheninx !he audit commilfee fJrocess would be a 
si,t;n((icunt slefJ in tltc right direction. ( ''!frJ!'Itlllafl!!y, some 
andit committees convene only about fll'i ce a year before 
tlw regular hoard meetingfor 15 minutes and whose duties 
ore limi!ed lo a f)(! !:funclm:r sign-(dl Compare this 
situation lf'ith the audit committee ll'hich meets 12 times a 
r ear he((>re each hoard meeting; ll'here CI 'CIY member has 
afinancia/ hackground; where !here are no personal ties/(} 
lit< ' d~trinnan or the t·nmpm~l': H'hN·e 1/t,•y hal 't'J tlwlr oll 'il 

w!l·i, ers: ll'hae tiW.J ' usk Iough (/lfl!slioffs (~( mwurgemelll 
and outside audilors; and where. ultimate~v. the inl'estor's 
intaest is being served 

li e identified Classification of Creative Accounting Practices as; 
• Recogni zing Premature or f-ictitious Revenue 
• Aggressive C"pitalization and Extended Amortization 

Policies 
• Misreported Assets and l ,iabilities 
• (I t ting Crc-;ltiv · with the lncorne Statement 
• Problems with Cash-flow Reporting 

I NVESTI\H: I'IT BEIIAV IOU R O F NIGERI ANS 

Investment has to do with the management of an investor's wealth, 
wltiGh is the sum of current income and the present value of all l\.1ture 
income. In ves tment involves the commitment of funds to one or more assets 
that will be held over some future time period . The term investment refers to 
finan cial assets and in particular to marketable securities. Investment decision 
is taken with the belief that the capital invested will yield return. 

/\cn)rding to Ann rited in lzednnmi et all (2002), "there are some 
guides which help potential investors to e111ciently invest or allocate their 
financial resources. The most important of these characteristics is given to 
include liquidity. which is the ability of an investment to meet its cash 
obligations." 

According to lzedonmi et al (2002), 
'' The importaiiL'e (?I' illr 'estment as a11 economic exerdse 
cunnol he ()! '<' !' emphosised lm •(•stment i11come has a 
;mdimnd illlfJact on the standard ti living(~( the individual 
in1·estnrs. the aggregate (!llhe indh·idual and corporate 
illl 'estmel/1 1s o key element <~l l'v!ucroecol/omics. /he lel'e! 
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l~( a cowJtJy 's investment is the basic determinant l?f its 
level (l national income and living standard. Hence, 
increuse or grull'th in u cuutltty lel'el uf iJII 'estmc:nt has a 
corresponding l!:ffect on the government's services 
provision, GNP and the standard of living of the people.'' 

Jegede (2000) categorised investment into two, first is the real assets 
like prope11y, gold, antique, etc., and the second involves some form of 
commitment, usually contractual, between the investor and the borrower such 
as cash deposit, government securities, company stocks and shares. 

Anyanwu and Oaikhenan (1995), are of the view that only three types of 
investment are commonly available and these are: 

i. Fixed investments which involve the purchase of newly produced 
capital goods as production machinery and new buildings, etc 

11. Inventory investments, which have to do with changes in the stock 
of finished products and raw materials, which are stored in the 
warehouse. 

111. Replacement investment, which they explained to be capital goods 
due to their use in the production process. 

In an empirical study carried out by Izedonmi et all (2002), the followings 
were their tlndings on investment behaviour amongst health workers in 
Nigeria 

Majority of them invest in share and stock, which is finance from their 
salary. 
Investment is an increasing function of the level of income 
High rate of inflation does not impact negatively on their level of 
investment 
Investment increase with increase in income 
They do not attend Annual General meeting because of time 
constraints 
Their investment is self-managed; they do not rely on investment 
managers. 
They are not adequately informed on what goes on in the capital 
market. 

Return is the reward from investing. Expected return is compared with the 
risk involved before an investment decision is taken . The return on an 
investment consists of periodic cash payment and capital gain or loss. 
Investor buy, hold and sell tlnancial a;:;set to earn return on them . 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A total of 200 questionnaires were administered to Nigerian working 
class group, to elicit information on their investment behaviour. One hundred 
and eighty five ( 185) were returned and this represents 92.5% of the total 
questionnaires administered . The analysis of result obtained was based on the 
185 returned . Simple percentage and Chi-square statistical techniques were 
used to analy~;e the result obtained . This is to establish impact of fraudulent 
fin a nc.ia I reporting and creal ive accounting on investment behaviour of 
Nigerians. The elite targeted are mostly Accountants and Bankers in the 
various ICAN and Bankers tuition houses in Lagos. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

1. A~:e group (~( Uespondent: 
7 5t~, o or the respondents fall bel ween ages 25 - 40 years. Only 5% fall below 
age 25 and 20% are 40 years and above. The age group structure explains that 
m<~jority of the respondent still in the growing age where there is need to 
invest for future security. 

2. Pn![e.••sio~t : 
3 I% are in Accounting related profession, 29% are in banking related 

prolession, 24% are in teaching/lecturing related profession, I 0% are in law 
related profession, 6% others. This helps to explain that the respondents are 
literate and therefore understand what investment means. 

3. Highest educational/professional cert~ficate obtained: 

Table J 
----·r~Jt;cali(m<~l ___ -·N -O.o·r---.--%or-

Qualification Respondent Responde 
nl ·-- -·----------- ------- ·-------1-·- - - --t 

Undergraduates 26 14 
First Degree holders 78 42 
Second Degree 65 35 
holders 16 9 
Second Degree and 
above 
Total 

- - - ----+ 
185 100 ---

(Soun:e: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 
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42% of the respondents are tlrst-degree holders, 35% are a second-degr~ 
holders that is they have a master's degree, 14% are undergraduate and 9% 
have more than second degree . 

4. Type of Investment holding 
THble ll 

Type of 1 nvestment 
Holding in the 

Security market 
Ordinary Shares 
Preference Shares 
Unit Trust 
Treasury Bills 
Dtlbenlure llold~s 
Total 

No. of 
Respondent 

120 
nil 
11 
54 
nil 
185 

%of 
Responde 

nt 
65 
0 
6 

. 29 
0 

100 --
(Source: Respondents to our quest10nna1re 2004) 

5. Percentage of Income Invested E11ery A1onth 

Table Ill 

% ofincome Invested No. of %of 
Every Month Respondent Respondent 

Less than 5% 66 36 
5 - 10% 86 46 

10 -20% 18 10 
20 - 30% 10 6 

>30% 5 
Total 185 100 

(Source: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 

2 

Majority of the respondents ( 120) invest in ordinary shares of companies, and 
this represents 65% of the total respondents. The other invests in Unit trusl 
and treasury bills, which represent 6% and 29% respectively. 
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Majority of the respondents invests between 5 - I 0% of their income every 
month, 36% invest less than 5% of their monthly income, 10% invest 
between I 0 - 20% of their income, 6% invests 20 - 30% of their income, 
while only 2% invest more than 30% of their income on investment. This 
explains that many are really planning towards the future . 

6. Level t~{ Awareness t!f Respondents t~{Securities Market Activities 

Table IV 

-·-- - - ··---~------- .. ~----- .• ---~- --· ..... .... "< ··---·~ .. ~-----~--r--=:"-~~ -. . 
lltfonned on Security Market No. of Respondents % o]'Respondent 
Jligh~l ' il!f'ormed -19 26 
Well iJtformed 56 30 
A 1·emge(v iltformed 62 34 

Jj_'!_iliformed 18 10 
Total 185 100 L_ _____ 

(Som·ce: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 

Majority are highly informed about the activities in the security market. This 
ex plains that because oft he protession of the respondents, they aro cons.cious 
of the activities going on in the security market; hence, they take informed 
decisions. · 

7. Gender .~em;itil•enes.<; t~{ iln•estment hehavi~mr 

Table V 

--------------------- ·--------- -------· 
Informed on No. %of 
Security rnarket of respondent 

-----·-- R.es~ondenls 

Highly informed 49 26 
Well informed 56 30 
Averagely informed 62 34 
Uninformed 18 10 

Total 185 tOO 

(Son rce: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 
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Majority of the respondents ( 68%) are male. This suggests that female 
investors are more sensitive and perhaps also more risk averse. 

8. Management of Por~fo/io 
Table VI 

Method of No . of 
Management Respondent 
Self 110 
Stock 2 1 
Broker 54 
Bank 
Total 185 

%of 
Reseondent 

60 
1 I 
29 

100 

(Source: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 

On method of management of portfolio, it was observed that 60% of the. 
respondents manage their investment portfolio themselves. While 11% and 
29% rely on their stockbroker and bank to manage the investment for them. 

9. Awareness about creatil•e accounting mul frmulu/ent .filumcilll 
reporting in Nigeria securi~)' market. 

Table VII 
No. of %of 

/)egree of Respondent Respondent 
Awareness 

Well aware 50 27 
Aware so 27 
Fairly aware 40 22 
Not aware 45 24 

r-; 
1 otal 185 100 

'-·-

(Source: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 

Majority of the respondents are aware of the creative accounting and 
fi"audulent financial reporting in the security market. 
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10. Impact ~~l Creatil'e Accounting and Fraudulent Financial Reporting 
On lm•eJtment /Jeluwiour. 

Table VIII 
----r 

Impact on No. of %of 
Behaviour Res~ondents Respondents 

Atrect Behaviour Strongly 96 52 
AfTect Behaviour averagely 54 29 
AOect n ehaviour fairl y 22 12 
Not aOected 13 7 
To-tai-----------l 18-5----t·---~--0-0 _ _ ___.., 

--·-------·------------' 

(Source: Respondents to our questionnaire 2004) 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING: 
As stated earlier Chi-square statistical technique is used to test the hypothesis 
formulated for thi s study. 

Hypothesis 
Ho: Creative accounting and fraudulent financial reporting have no 

significant impact on investors' behaviour in the Nigerian security 
market 

11 ., : Creative accounting and fraudulent financial reporting have 
signitlcant impact on investors ' behaviour in the Nigerian security 
market 

Result and Implication 
To test the above hypothesis, we use the formula 

2 (0 - L')2 

X = L: --'---/-,: -'--

Where: 
X2 - Chi-square 
0 : Observed frequency 
E Expected fl ·equency 

The follo wing table shows the result obtained using the Microsoft Excel 
Spreadsheet for the computation of the formula above. 
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. ,. 
t -

------r ------lmpact on Observed Expected 
~~haviour Frequency Frequency ~o - n2 

ol mvestors (Average L~· 

t-------- !--- ·-·----- - __!tesrQ!ls~ -------Strongly <)() 37 75 .92 
--. 

Averagely 50 37 4.57 ------r--·-- ·- ---... _ ____ ·-
Fairly 15 37 3.80 

---
U ndeciclecl 10 37 19.70 
No Impact 

1------ . 
10 37 19.70 
·-

Total 185 185 123.78 
. . 

(Soul ce. l~espondenls lo our qtlcsl·iniHlCiire :200•1) 

H co l\d h0 ohtHtrv~td 1\10~ ~~ th~ O,O'li1V., 1~¥!<1 Hf ~J)~Oll1~"1fll.f;lt1! , ti!M 
computed l ( 123 .78 ) is greater than its critical value ol' 9.49 at 4 degree of 
freedom . The implication of this is that the null hypothesis has to be rejected 
and accept our alternative hypothesis. We therefore conclude that cn.:ative 
accounting and fraudulent tinancial reporting have impact on the investors' 
behaviour in the Nigerian security market. 

FINDINGS 
I. Majority of the Nigerian professionals invest in ordinary share in the 

security market 
2. Among the professional 5% - 10% of their monthly income is 

invested in the securities market. 
3. Even among the professionals majority are averagely informed on the 

activities in the securities market. This may be clue to the poor 
information dissemination in Nigeria . 

4. Investment behaviour is not gender sensitive, but information 
sensitive. 

5. Majority of the investors manage their investment themselves . The 
tinding is in tandem with lzedonmi (2002) that health worker 
professional do not seek expert in managing their portfolio or in 
managing them. 

6. Many are aware or creative accounting and fraudulent financial 
reporting in the Nigerian security market. 

7. Creative accounting and fraudulent financial reporting impact 
negatively on investment behaviour amongst the working class group . 
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RECOM 1\l i~:N DATIONS 

I . An investor friendly security m<1rket should be the priority of the 
regulatory agencies, hence adequate measure should be put in 
place to ensure that investment are safeguarded . 

2. Regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) and Nigeria Accounting Standard Board 
(NASB) should be properly funded to meet the required level of 
regulation expected of them . They will need to invest in 
information technology and train their staff to be able to deal 
competently with the issues of 'creative accounting and fraudulent 
finan cial reporting. 

3. Nigerian professionals especially the reporting accountants and 
the auditor are to stand up to their responsibilities in caring out 
accounting and audit duties with due dili_gence, knowing fully 
vvell that there is much at stake. 

4 . 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The statement of accounting standard and the generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP) should be thoroughly reviewed to 
ensure that a II loopholes companies take advantage of to 
maneuver ligures are blocked so that every financial statement can 
reveal the true happenings in the financial statement. Authors of 
accounting standards must be responsive to the needs of the 
investoi·s. 
Investors should be encouraged to seek information and 
clarifications on all issues in the financial statement before 
committing their fund to a company. If possible all investors 
should have a stockbroker who by the nature of their job have 
access to information on companies quoted on the stock exchange. 
The Nigerian stock exchange and the Securities and Exchange 
Commission should defend innocent investors by going extra 
miles to ensure that quoted companies are sound. for instance, 
companies should be compelled to submit management letters 
issued by auditors to the Security and Exchange Commission. So 
as to know the extent of insiders trading and related party 
transact ion . 
Companies indicted for fraudulent financial reporting should be 
openly prosecuted and if possible licence withdraw to serve as a 
deterrent to other companies. 
Each investor should have quarterly access to the information 
needed to judge a finn ' s financial perf01mance, condition, and 
risks and have access to critical infonnation . 
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